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IdentiÞcation of cathodoluminescence activators in zoned alkali feldspars by hyperspectral
imaging and electron-probe microanalysis
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ABSTRACT
Cryptoperthitic alkali feldspars within the Proterozoic Klokken syenite have been pervasively
altered deuterically to patch perthites whose constituent subgrains display very Þne-scale zoning in
optical cathodoluminescence (CL). Electron-probe analyses and hyperspectral maps were acquired
from several areas of patch perthite to potentially identify the centers responsible for CL emission and
to access information that the subgrains might provide about the late-stage geological evolution of the
pluton. Each hyperspectral map is composed of tens of thousands of CL spectra covering a wavelength
range of 350–850 nm, and images can be formed from any desired wavelength band. The patch perthite subgrains have two emission bands: one in the blue (~460 nm) and the other at red to infrared
wavelengths (~690–725 nm). Cathodoluminescence images formed using both bands show that the
optically visible zoning is developed only at blue wavelengths. Comparisons of emission intensities
with electron-probe analyses show that the blue band is activated by Ti3+ and less than ~25 ppm of the
trace element is required for optically detectable luminescence. Adjacent Ab- and Or-rich subgrains
can have identical patterns of zoning at blue wavelengths, indicating that they crystallized from the
deuteric ßuid simultaneously, but in most cases, differences in zoning within any one area of patch
perthite indicate that subgrains grew at different times and slowly relative to the frequent changes in
concentrations of Ti within the deuteric ßuid. The red to infrared CL emission band is inferred to be
activated by Fe3+. Ab-rich feldspar with the greatest intensities of long-wavelength emission and FeO
concentrations crystallized from a late-stage and relatively low-T ßuid that obtained a proportion of
its Fe from maÞc grains. The generally poor correlation between variations in intensities of the two
emission bands within any one subgrain indicates that concentrations of Ti and Fe in the deuteric ßuid
varied independently of each other, and one trace element has no sensitizing or quenching effect on
emission from the other center. The maximum length of zones within individual subgrains (~0.5 mm)
and maximum separation of subgrains with similar zoning patterns (~1 mm) helps to constrain the
length and interconnectivity of the thin Þlms of deuteric ßuid that mediated alteration.
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INTRODUCTION
Cathodoluminescence (CL), the emission of light at visible
and near-visible wavelengths from a material during electron
bombardment, can provide a wealth of information about the
geological history of a mineral grain and its parent rock. CL in
a given mineral grain may be produced by one or more traceelement and/or defect centers. Each type of center will yield
luminescence over one or several characteristic wavelength
ranges, potentially enabling it to be identiÞed from emission
spectra, and the intensity of luminescence at those wavelengths
will give an indication of the center’s abundance. Spatial variations in the wavelength and intensity of luminescence can also
reveal growth- or alteration-related differences in the chemical
composition and defect inventory of a mineral grain.
To date, it has proven difÞcult to obtain CL information from
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mineral grains at scales commensurate with those at which they
can now be routinely analyzed chemically and isotopically using electron- and ion-beam instruments. The most widely used
technique is optical-CL, which employs a defocused and static
beam from an electron-ßood gun to form images showing spatial variations in luminescence wavelength and intensity. This
technique is quick and easy, and images can be compared readily
with those acquired by transmitted light. However, results are
qualitative, of limited spatial resolution and the luminescence
“color” is representative only of the dominant emission band in
the visible range or is the product of two or more emission bands
of more equal intensity. Recent work has shown that emission
spectra can be acquired from areas of a few tens of micrometers
using optical-CL systems equipped with a CCD camera, and
this technique has made a very considerable contribution to the
identiÞcation of luminescence centers (e.g., Götze et al. 1999a,
2000). CL images of higher resolution can be formed using a
photomultiplier detector attached to a scanning electron micro-

